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In the 21 century, the era of Information technology, the economics and advanced IT 
technologies such as broadband network and database have been developed rapidly, and the 
high-tech preservation technology to the historical sites and relic has also been applied widely. 
Within the help of the high definition and high resolution digital virtual presentation system, 
one can zoom in/out or switch the view angle according to one‟s specific need. Since then the 
only satisfactory system for the scientific researchers and tourists will be such a presentation 
system with high degree of freedom. One can access and study the precious historical culture 
heritage via internet, which brings opportunity to everyone in the world to understand the 
culture of the Chinese minority districts and carry forward the culture via such a digital 
museum. 
Here we study the example of Baisha Town, Lijiang, Yunan. We study the strategies to 
preserve the historical sites through the virtual presentation system developed from the 3DS 
Max Tech, which includes the digital conservation of the historical sites, reproduction the 
environment to be restored, and the restoration and reproduction for any natural or human 
damages. Specifically we will focus on the fresco and Buddha of Baisha Town, restore the 
historical sites at Baisha Town virtually and establish the virtual presentation system via the 
advanced image processing technology. The paper mainly consists of the following sections: 
 Discuss the research background of the digital preservation of the historical sites, 
analyze the current situation domestically and internationally, and clarify the 
research content, worthwhile and meanings. 
 Introduce the theoretical foundation of the virtual-reality presentation technology, 
the applications of the virtual-reality in the simulation system, and the designing 
method of the virtual simulation system 
 Interpret the develop method of the virtual presentation system. Based on the 
example of fresco and Buddha at Baisha Town, complete the animation and 















environment and sculpture by Photoshop and 3D Studio Max Technology. 
 During the presentation process of the virtual environment and animation, 
demonstrate the key method and technologies to implement the virtual 
presentation system of the grotto. The combination of these two technologies 
will complement with each other in suitable fields, which brings the system more 
validation, interaction and accessibility 
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的绘画工作。壁画绘画有 167 个宗教形象。总面积 61.48 平方米,有壁画多达 12 幅，
其中最大高 3.67 米,宽 4.98 米的“如来讲经图”。两侧画四大天王等，上列 18 尊者，
如来佛朱衣金身端坐正中。另有如来佛图，四大天王，及四佛子图，喇嘛教三金刚图





























练，画风粗犷的特点。内共保存壁画 12 幅，保存较完好。 大宝积宫壁画把喇嘛、佛、
道三教人物糅合在一起，线条细腻流畅，用笔严谨精巧，融合纳西、白、汉、藏等族
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